12.02.2021
To dear Principal, Mr.Raabe, the Staff and all the Children,

It is with great appreciation and gratitude that we thanking the Principal, Mr.Raabe, the Staff and all
the pupils & the parents, for the immense cooperation and the dedication towards us….
During under the pandemic situation of Covid 19, you brought the “One Euro “ concept and raised
your helping hands to the children of our county and that is something cannot be measure in money
. Your determination will be spreading towards the innocent children of Sri Lanka to strengthen
their future.
By selecting these particular schools among so many schools in all over the world , you have given
the unique chance for these children and in affect you have provide the opportunity for us to
support these children and we value it a lot. Also it is our pleasure to work with true and generous
people like you.
Also we value the effort and the dedication of our mother group of Ward 25 Group Germany for
coordinating the success of this journey for so many years . In other hand, we regret that we could
not do anything for you than writing a thanking letter to show our heartfelt gratitude.
It is a humble happiness to see that every single Euro you raised from the efforts of your children
have transfer to the Rupees, in order to fulfill the school needs of our children. With your guidance ,
your children have shared the concern for others where they have never seen and yet helping
continuously . That is what the children’s world all about.
Therefore, we give our heartfelt thanks for your efforts and the dedication over the years and we
wish you strength and the courage for your future endowers and we trust that you will stay with us
in the future too.
Finally, we end this letter by saying of Mahatma Gandhi :
“Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in harmony”

Best Wishes !

Ward 25 Group Sri Lanka

